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Correlation Parameters for Periodic Sequences - - 
Properties, Bounds, and Efficient Computational Methods
by M. B. Pursley and D. V, Sarwate*
April 16, 1976
Abstract
The selection of sets of sequences with good correlation properties is 
an important problem in many areas of communication theory. In this paper 
we investigate several autocorrelation and cross-correlation parameters such 
as those which characterize the performance of phase-coded spread-spectrum 
multiple-access communication systems. Although algorithms have been pro­
posed for selecting sequences for multiple-access applications, the amount 
of computation required is often prohibitive. We provide new analytical 
results which permit significant reduction in the amount of computation 
needed to obtain sequence sets with good correlation properties.
The authors are with the Coordinated Science Laboratory and the Department 
of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
Urbana, Illinois 61801.
This work is supported in part by the Joint Services Electronics Program 
(U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DAAB-07-72-C-0259.
I, Introduction
One of the important problems in multiple-access communications is the 
selection of a set of periodic sequences with small cross-correlation and 
out-of-phase autocorrelation. A number of investigators have identified 
important correlation parameters that should be considered in the choice of 
such a set and algorithms have been proposed for finding sets which are 
reasonably good with respect to one or more of these parameters. For most 
systems of interest, the proposed algorithms reqqire aq excessive amount of 
computation and, as a result, are not often used in practice. In this 
paper we present analytical results on correlation parameters of sequences, 
and we point out how these results can be used in the selection of sets of 
sequences fpr such applications as spread-spectrum multiple-access (SSMA) 
communicatipns.
In Section II we briefly describe the phase-coded SSMA system which is 
the main application to which our results are addressed, and we discuss the 
correlation parameters that are needed in the design and analysis of such a 
system. The analytical results are stated and proved in Section III and 
applied to the efficient calculation of correlation parameters in Section IV. 
In Section IV we also obtain quantitative results on the computation 
required for such calculations and on the computational saving achieved 
by applying the ideas of Section III. We also discuss the application of 
the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm to the calculation of the important 
correlation parameters.
2II. Important Correlation Parameters
In order to provide motivation for the choice of correlation parameters
considered in this paper we will describe a typical phase-coded SSMA system.
The system has K transmitters which are not time or phase synchronous and
it has one correlation receiver for each transmitter. The K signals are to
be transmitted over the same radio-frequency (RF) channel using a common
center frequency = 2TTf^ „ Generalizations to unequal center frequencies
are possible but are not considered here since the main feature of the system
is to allow the K asynchronous signals to share the same RF bandwidth, 
fchThe k user's data signal b (t) is a sequence of unit amplitude,
thpositive and negative, rectangular pulses of duration T. The k user is 
assigned a code waveform a^(t) which consists of a periodic sequence of 
unit amplitude, positive and negative rectangular pulses of duration T£. If 
a^ )  is a sequence of elements of [+1, -l} then we can represent a^(t) as
CO
t) = s a,k)PT (t - jT )
4 — _C0 J n C
where pT (t) =* 1 for 0 ^ t < T^ and p^ (t) - 0 otherwise. For the moment we 
c c
assume that each sequence a^) has period p = T/Tc so that there is one code 
(k) (k) (k)period a^, a^ , ..., a^ | per data symbol. This assumption is not really
(k) (k)necessary and, in fact in Section III we require only a^ = aj+p f°r all j € Z 
(Z denotes the set of all integers). This allows us to analyze SSMA systems in 
which there are multiple code periods per data symbol.
3The data signal b (t) is modulated onto the phase-coded carrier c (t) 
k k
given by
ck ( t )  = V2P sin (U)ct + ^  + (TT/2)ak ( t ) )  = Jz ?  ak ( t )  cos (u> t + i|r ) 
which produces the signal
sk (t) - V2P sin (0)ct + tk + (n/2)ak(t)bk (t)) = 75p ak (t)bk (t) cos (^t + ♦ )
thIn the above expressions \|f represents the phase of the k carrier and P 
represents the common signal power. The results can easily be modified for 
unequal power levels. The received signal r(t) is given by
K
r ( t )  = n (t )  + E V2P an ( t  - t ) b ( t  - t , ) COS ((JD t + 0 ) k_-L k k k k c k
where 0k = ^k - UJcTjc an<* n (t) is the channel noise process which we assume 
to be a white Gaussian process with two-sided spectral density NQ/2. Since 
we are concerned with relative phase shifts modulo 2tt and relative time 
delays modulo T, there is no loss in generality in assuming 0 - 0 and 
T. = 0 and considering only 0 ^ t < T and 0 ^ ® < 2tt for k ^ i,
xC K
If the received signal r(t) is the input to a correlation receiver
T
matched to s^t), the output is = J* r(t)ai(t) cos od^  dt. In all that
follows we assume CUc >:> T  ^ since the frequency response of a realistic hard 
ware implementation of the correlation receiver is such that the double 
frequency component of r(t) cos u> t will be negligible under this condition.
4The condition (U »  T  ^ is always satisfied in a practical SSMA c
communication system. The data signal b^(t) can be expressed as
GO
\ (t) = \ , i PT(t ' iT)
where b^ ^ € [+1, -l}.
At this point there are a number of different system performance
parameters that could be considered. The three that we will be concerned
thwith are the maximum interference at the output of the i correlation
threceiver due to the presence of the k signal; the signal-to-noise ratio at
the output of the correlation receiver where b^ and 0^ are assumed to
be random variables for k ^ i and the K - 1 interfering signals are treated
thas noise; and the error probability for the i correlation receiver where 
we again treat b^ t ^, and 0^ as random variables. The first of these 
has recently been investigated by Massey and Uhran [l], the second by 
Pursley [2], and the third by Yao [3],
The key correlation parameters for binary phase-coded SSMA communica­
tions can be given in terms of the pairwise aperiodic cross-correlation 
functions for the binary sequence'*" set {a^^jl ^ 1 ^ k } . The aperiodic cross­
correlation function for two binary sequences a^^ and a^^ of period p is 
given by
ck,iw  =
a <k > , < 4 >
j=o J J+* *
P'£V> .W A  i-1 j ’
0 £ i ^ p-i
i-p ^ i < 0
Throughout the paper the term "binary sequence" will refer to a sequence of 
elements of {+1, -l} unless otherwise noted.
5and C .(p) = C . (-p) = 0. The aperiodic autocorrelation function for
lx 9 L  K  j  1
n oav is ^(*) which will be denoted by C^(«). The usual periodic cross­
correlation function is
8, .(i) = £ a<k) a(i) , i f Z,
k>1 j=0 J j+*
Therefore, 9, .(A) = C, .(A) + C, .(A - p) for 0 ^ A < p. The periodic
K. 9 1 . rC 9 1  K j 1
autocorrelation function 9^ ^ ( 0  be denoted by 9^(0.
From the work of Massey and Uhran [l] it is clear that the odd cross-
A
correlation 0 .(A) = C, .(A) - C .(A - p) is at least as important as the
K.9 I  K 9 1 K. 9 1.
periodic cross-correlation 0, .(A) for the asynchronous phase-coded SSMAk, 1
system. In addition, Massey and Uhran point out the role of the odd
autocorrelation ® (4) = C^(A) - C^(A - p) in determining the performance of such
systems when multipath distortion is present. They show that the maximum
magnitude of the periodic and odd cross-correlation and the maximum magnitude
of the out-of-phase periodic and odd autocorrelation are the key parameters
th.needed to determine the maximum interference at the i correlation receiver 
due to the presence of the other K-l signals and the multipath signals. They 
discuss methods for selecting a set of sequences for which these parameters 
are small and they note that the aperiodic correlation parameters are very 
sensitive to shifts in the sequences. As a result, application of an 
algorithm which finds an optimum shift for each of the K sequences will 
typically produce significant improvements in the aperiodic correlation 
parameters. However, algorithms proposed to date, including some which find 
good but nevertheless suboptimal shifts, require excessive computation for 
values of K and p of interest. In Sections III and IV we discuss more 
efficient algorithms for this purpose.
6Taking an entirely different point of view we can treat the phase shifts 
shifts, time delays, and data symbols as a collection of mutually independent 
random variables and compute the signal-to-noise ratio SNR^ defined by
SNR. = Cvar{z.]]~^e {z .|b. = +l]1 1 1  1,0
It has been shown [2] that
and
E[Z.|b. = +l) = V p /2 T1 1, 0
2 K N T
VarCz.} = - r E r . +
1 12p3 k=l k>1 4
k?^ i
where
P-1
. = 2 fc f  .(¿-p) + C. . (¿-p)C_ .(X+l-p) + C. .(i+l-p)
k >i • 4=0 k,i k,i k,i k, i
+ + ck ,i(^ )ck,i(i+1) + ck,i( m ) ^‘
Notice that r . depends not only on the set of values taken on by the
k, 1
aperiodic cross-correlation function but also on the order in which these 
values occur. For most applications the approximation
P-1 o
r =- r = 2 2 C (4),
k,i k ,1 £=1_p k ,1
which results from neglecting the terms*C, . (4-p)C, .(4+1-p) andK. y 1. K j 1
C, . (4)C .(4+1), is quite satisfactory even for moderate values of p. AK) 1 K. j 1
more complete discussion of the signal-to-noise ratio parameter and 
quantative results on SNR^ for Gold codes [4] of period 511 can be found in [2]
7Recently, Yao [3] has applied moment space bounds [5] to the same 
phase-coded SSMA system that we described at the beginning of this section. 
For application of these bounds, the maximum periodic and odd cross­
correlations and the parameters r . must be computed* in addition, these 
bounds require the evaluation of the fourth moment of Z^, which can also be 
determined from the aperiodic cross-correlation functions [3]. For the
cases considered in [3] it is shown that the error probability for the 
thi receiver is approximately 1 - ^(SNR^) where $ is the standard (i.e., 
zero mean, unit variance) Gaussian distribution function. This has been 
experimentally verified in the past.
8III. Identities and Bounds for Correlation Parameters
In this section, we present several useful analytical results which 
can be used to reduce the computation required to evaluate the correlation 
parameters. These lead to more efficient algorithms for obtaining sets of 
sequences with small cross-correlation. As pointed out by Welch [6], the 
sampling theorem guarantees that the most general signal sets that need to 
be considered are sequences of complex numbers. We develop our results for 
such sequences since little is gained by restricting attention to binary 
sequences.
Let a* denote the complex conjugate of a. If x and y are complex
sequences such that x. = x., and y. = y., for all j € Z, then we define 
H J J+P J J+P
C (X) =< x»y '
p-l-X
s x iyt+i 
J-0 J J ’
P-1+JI
2
J-0s xj-.ey!
0 £ X * p-1 
i-p £ a <  o
\
and C (p) = C (-p) = 0. Under the condition that p is the least common x,yvr/ x,yv r/
multiple of the periods of x and y, C (•) is the aperiodic cross-correlationx,y
function for x and y. We denote the function Cx x ( 0  by cx ( 0  and note that
C (-X) = Cc (X)]* x,yv 7 y,xv
C (-X) = [c (X)]x v x v (1)
p-1
E
X«l-p
a )
2 P-12 C (X)[c (X)] 
X-l-p x y
Proposition 1:
9Proof : If u and v are any complex-valued sequences of period p then
P " 1 ^
s |e ( i ) r  = s e  (A)[e (A)] (2>
je=o u,v jt-o u v
where 9 (•) is the usual periodic cross-correlation function for sequencesu,v
u and v, and 0 (•) and 0 (•) are the periodic autocorrelation functions. The u v
proof of (2) is omitted since it is a minor modification of the proof of 
Gold's Proposition 2 [7]. Let p ; ^ 2p-l and define u^ = amd v^ = y^
for 0 ^ j ^ p-1 and u. = v. = 0 for p ^ j <
J J
p . If we are only interested in 
proving the proposition we can let p X = 2p-l as in Welch [ô] . By letting 
p / ^ 2p-l we can simultaneously prove the proposition and establish a result 
which will be used in Section IV. We let u. / = u. and v. / = v. forj+mp j j+mp j
m € Z and 0 ^ j ^ p 7-l so that u and v satisfy the conditions for (2). It is 
easy to verify that
0 ( 4 )  =u,vv
C (A)x,y
c (J&-P )x ,y
and, similarly
C (4) 
x
0 ( A )  =
u
0 £ l £ p-1 
p £ k £ p /-p 
p /-p+l ^ ^ p '-l
0 £ A £ p-1
p ^ ^ p 7-p
cx (4-p;) p /-p+i ^ ^ p y-i
P’1
S C (A) 
JWL-P x ’ y
p -1 
= E 
i=0
0 (A)u.v
p -1
= e 0 a>[e (i)i
£ = 0
u
p-1 *
= 2 C (J&)[c ( j8)]
A = 1-p X
Using (2), we have
10
The following corollary to Proposition 1 is established by applying
■P ” 1 _ * .
Cauchy's inequality to the sum | S Cv (j£)[c_(j£)] |.
i=l-p
Corollary 1:
V  |c a )  I2 S { PL1 le (JÈ)|2Î% { Ps1 le (ü)l23%
4=l-p X,y J&=l-p i-=l-p
(3)
P-1
Of course, Cauchy's inequality can also be applied to | Z 0 (jfc)[0 (4)]x y¿=0
to give
Pz1|e v(^)l2 * fPs1 |exa ) l 2}% fPs1 |ev (i)|23% (4)
1 = 0 ,y 1 = 0  i=o y
Equation (4) is satisfied with equality if and only if ®x(#) = & ® (•) for
some ex. If x and y are binary sequences, then 0 (0) = 0  (0) = p and thereforex y
(4) is satisfied with equality if and only if the two binary sequences x and y
have identical periodic autocorrelation functions. In particular, all pairs
of binary m-sequences of period p satisfy (4) with equality, both sides of 
2(4) having value p + p - 1. However, the same is not true for (3).
Equation (3) is satisfied with equality if and only if C^C*) = (*C (•)
for some O'. For instance, this condition is met whenever y. = 3 x* „ for
J P-l-J
all j € Z with |$| = O'. We get some interesting results from this when x
and y are binary sequences of period p (which we will assume is the case in
the remainder of this paragraph). Since Cx (0) = C^(0) = p, equality holds
in (3) if and only if Cx(4) = Cy(j£) for 0 £ l ^ p-1. Since |Cx(4) | > 0
whenever p - |i | is odd, the right side of (3) has value at least 
2 2p + p - 1 when p is odd and p + p when p is even. These minimum values
11
are achieved if and only if both x and y are Barker sequences [8], [9].
A bit more can be said when p is odd. If x and y are any Barker sequences
of odd period p, C (4) = C (4) = 0 for odd 4 and C (4) = C (4) = ( - 1 ) ^ " ^ ^
x y x y
2
for even 4 [9] . Therefore, both sides of (3) have value p + p - 1 if and 
only if x and y are Barker sequences.
The next proposition shows that it is easy to find *(•) from
A A
CX y  ^  ^ if y Is a Shifted version of y (i.e., y = y^+1 for all j € Z). 
Proposition 2 ;
C *(4) = x,y
C (4+1) + x . -y* x,yv p-x-l-'O
C (4+1) - x . -y* x,yx ' -4-r'O
0 ^ 4 £ p-1 
1-p £ 4 < 0
Proof: For 0 £ 4 < p-1
p-1-4
C *(4) = 2 x. y* . .x ,y j=0 J J+l+4
p-1-(4+1)
i  xjy!+(^+i) + V * - i yo
= C (4+1) + x . -y*. x,yv 7 p-4-rO
Since C (p) = 0 we have
x ,y
C a (A) = c (4+1) + x , -y* 0 ^ 4 £ p-1x,y x>y p-xi-i"7 0 ^
12
For 1-p * 4 < 0
C a(j£)
x,y
p-1+4
J - 0
p-l+(4+l)
S x
j=ls V* y!+i = xM - * y*
p-l+(4+l)
"  j f 0 xj - a + D  yj • x- * - i  yS
■ cx,y(i+1> - x-^-l y§
An application of Proposition 2 to the odd cross-correlation
function 9 (•) gives the corresponding result
x,y
§ A(ji) = 0 (4+1) + 2x . .y*, 0 * 4  p-1.x,y x,y' p-Jo-l^O*
The next proposition shows that we can find 0(4) from C (•) where
X  X
x. = x.,. for all j € Z.J J+l
(5)
Proposition 3:
0(4) = /
C (4) - xnx* + x .x* x 0 4  p-4 0 0 * 4 £ p-1
CX W  - x-Xx§ + xOxp+i 1-p S l < 0
Proof ; If 0 ^ 4 ^ p-1
p-1-4
c^ > = x j  XI+*
p-1-4
jfo xj+i xW
p-1-4
x_x* + S x.x*1/} + x ¿x* 0 4  j_i J J+4 P“4 P v î
■ Cx (l) - X0XÌ + Xp-X x0
The proof for negative values of 4 is similar.
13
In the next section we consider only binary sequences. Consequently 
it is worthwhile to mention that if x and y are binary sequences, Proposition 1 
implies
P"1 O 9 P“1
S v W  = P + 2 E C <i) C (i). 
i-l-p X,y i-1 X y
If Cauchy's inequality is applied to [ S C (4) C (jfc)| we see that
¿ = 1  x  y
( 6 )
which is a tighter bound than the bound provided by Corollary 1. We also obtain 
the following lower bound from Cauchy's inequality
P"1 9 0 p-1 0 , p-1 0 ,
2 c‘ (A) s p2 - 2{ 2 c 2(A)F f S C2(A)}% 
A-l-p ,y A=1 x A=1 y
(7)
so that the bounds in (6) and (7) are both very tight when the sum of the
osquares of the autocorrelation values is small when compared with p , which 
is true for Barker sequences of lengths 11 or 13 for example.
IV. Computation of Correlation Parameters
14
In this section, we discuss how the results of Section III can be used 
to compute the various correlation parameters for binary sequences in a more 
efficient manner, and estimate the computation required in each case. Thus,
C^ can be computed using p-U| comparisons and p-|i<| additions and the
2 22p-l values of C, . (•) can be computed using p comparisons and p addi- 
k  ,  i
tions. Autocorrelation functions C^(*)> however, require only ^p(p-l)
comparisons and p>(p-l) additions because of the symmetry displayed in (1),
and because C^(0) is always p and need not be computed.
In Section II, it was pointed out that £ r is the crucial correlation
t h  1 1parameter for determining the i user's signal-to-noise ratio. The expres­
sion for r . can easily be manipulated to give 
k ,  1
p-1
r, , = £ C. . (¿ ) [c .  . (A)  + C. . ( J&) +C.  . (X + l ) ]j^=1.p k, lv k,iv k,iv
Thus r, . can be computed from C .(•) using 2p-l multiplications and 3(2p-l) k. > r k, i
additions. If there are K users, we have to compute ^ y  cross-correlation
functions and r .'s in order to compute £ r . for all i.
,L M i  k>1
If £ r, . is used as an approximation to £ r ., we still require 
k?^ i ,L k^i ,L
2p-l multiplications to compute r^  ^from ^(•), though the number of
additions is reduced to 2p-l. However, using Proposition 1, we have
15
P-1 2 P-1
r = 2 S C (A) - 2 Z C. (jî)C.(jî) 
A-l-p ’ 1-p
2 P'1= 2p + 4  E C ( l ) C ( l )
1-1 k 1
If C (•) and C.(*) are known, r . can be computed in p multiplicationsK. 1 Kjl
and p additions, which is smaller by a factor of 2 than the computation 
required to find r . from C .(•)• The importance of Proposition 1,K j1 R,1
however, lies in the fact that only K autocorrelation functions, rather 
than (^) cross-correlation functions, need to be computed in order to find 
r, . for all k < i, and the resulting computational saving is more than aK, 1
factor of K-l. In fact, if it is desired to compute r . for all k ^ ik, 1
(in order to obtain information on both the cross-correlation and autocorrela­
tion), Proposition 1 provides a method which requires (^) p^ fewer comparisons
and additions than the direct method of computing r . for all k £ i,k, 1
In the proof of Proposition 1, it was seen that the aperiodic cross­
correlation function for two sequences of period p can be expressed as the 
periodic cross-correlation function for two other sequences of period 
p / ^ 2p-l. We can compute this periodic cross-correlation function by 
finding the discrete Fourier transforms of the two sequences of period p ', 
multiplying them in the transform domain and then computing the inverse 
discrete Fourier transform of the product C12]. These transforms can be 
computed by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm which requires 
j p 7 log2? ' complex multiplications and p"^ log2 p 7 complex additions if p / 
is a power of 2. In many cases of interest in the multiple-access
16
communication problem, p is of the form 2m-l and thus p ; can be chosen 
to be 2p+2. If we compute the cross-correlation functions in order to 
compute the r^ ^'s, we require K(p+1) log2(2p+2) + (2)(2p+2) +
(^2)(P“*“1) l°S2(2P+2) complex multiplications and K(2p+2) log2(2p+2)
+ ^2y)(2p+2) log2(2p+2) complex additions. If Proposition 1 is used, we need 
compute only the K autocorrelation functions which requires 2K(p+l) log2(2p+2) 
+ K(2p+2) complex multiplications and 2K(2p+2) log2(2p+2) complex additions 
and the computational saving is more than a factor of K/4.
In comparing FFT methods with non-FFT methods, it should be remembered 
that complex multiplications actually consist of 4 real multiplications and 
2 real additions while complex additions consist of two real additions.
Thus, the FFT method uses 4(2p+2) log2(2p+2) + 4(2p+2) real multiplications 
and 6(2p+2) log2(2p+2) + 2(2p+2) real additions to compute an autocorrelation 
function while the direct method uses ■— p(p-l) binary comparisons and 
2 P(P”1) integer additions. On a computer, real (i.e., floating point) 
additions and multiplications require more time than integer additions.
Hence, the FFT method is not faster than the direct method unless p is quite 
large. One other method based on the FFT is the use of Parseval's theorem 
to deduce the sum of the squares of the cross-correlation functions from 
the sum of the squares of the magnitudes of their discrete Fourier transforms, 
It can be shown that this method requires 2K(2p+2) log2(2p+2) + 4K(2p+2) + 
(2)(2p+2) real multiplications and 3K(2p+2) log2(2p+2) + 2K(2p+2) + ^(2p+2) 
real additions. Here also, a savings in computation is not necessarily
17
achieved by resorting to a FFT, unless p is quite large. It should also be 
pointed out that this method does not provide the values of the autocorrela 
tion functions 0^(0 which are also of considerable interest in the multipl 
access communication problem.
Next, let us consider the problem of finding the auto-optimal shift 
[l] of a given sequence (i.e., a shift of the sequence for which the 
maximum magnitude of the out-of-phase odd autocorrelation is as small as
possible). C.(*) can be computed using -jr p(p-l) comparisons and p(p-l)1 z z
A A
additions and 9,(*) requires — (p-1) further additions (since 9.(0) = p
A A A
and 0^(4) = -9^(p-^)). Thus, computing 0^(*) for p shifts of the sequence 
1 2  1 2requires — p (p-1) comparisons and — p(p -1) additions. However, using 
Proposition 3, it is easy to see that
e - w  = êx(i) - 2x0xJ + 2xpml X*.
Hence, only 2 comparisons and 2 additions are necessary to update 0^(4), 
and such updates are necessary for (p-l)/2 values of l only. Thus, a 
total of ^-(3p-2)(p-1) comparisons and ~(p-l)(3p-l) additions is necessary 
to find the auto-optimal shift and this is better by a factor of p/3 
over the direct method.
This idea can be generalized to finding the best shifts of K sequences 
where the various cross-correlation parameters are chosen as the criteria. 
Unfortunately, there are p shifts to be considered which requires a 
prohibitive amount of computation. One suboptimal scheme, investigated 
by Sywyk [ll], is as follows. First, the K sequences are ordered in some 
arbitrary manner, and the auto-optimal shift of the first sequence is 
found. For i = 2, 3, ... K, we choose that shift of the i sequence
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which minimizes 0 where c
A ~ a0 = max max 0 .(4)
l=%<i i k,i
Thus, we have to compute (i-1) cross-correlation functions for p shifts of 
the ith sequence. Since we require p^ comparisons and p^ additions to
A
compute C, .(•) and a further p-1 addition to compute 0 . (•), the totalk , L k, Ì
3 2computation required is (i-l)p comparisons and (i-l)p(p +p-l) additions.
However, after computing the cross-correlation functions once, one can use
(5) to update each using p comparisons and p additions. The total computa-
thtion required for the i sequence by the use of this method is (i-l)p(2p-l)
2comparisons and (i-l)(2p -1) additions which is better by a factor of 
p/2 over the direct method.
This scheme can also be used with other correlation parameters.
thFor example, one can choose that shift of the i sequence which minimizes
i-1
the parameter r. = E r which measures the effect of the 1st, 2nd, ...,
1 k = i  K > 1
th(i-1) users' signals on SNR.. Since r.1 i, k rk
. th
^, this is equivalent to
choosing that shift of the i sequence which minimizes the average effect 
thof the i user's signal on SNR^, k = 1, 2, ..., i-1. Thus, the direct
3 3method requires (i-l)p comparisons and (i-l)p additions to compute
thC, .(*) for p shifts of the i sequence. On the other hand, Proposition
K ,  1
2 allows us to update each C . (°) using p comparisons (since only p
k ,  l
thdistinct symbols from the k sequence need to be compared with the 
zero11*1 symbol of the i ^  sequence) and 2p-l additions. Thus, a total
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2of (i-l)p(2p-l) comparisons and (i-l)(3p -3p+l) additions is required to
!■ 1—
compute all the ¿(*) f°r P shifts of the i sequence. This is a 
computational saving of a factor of — p for comparisons and p/3 for 
additions. In both cases, the same amount of computation is required to 
find r from the C (•).
4> K. y 1
i-i ^
If one minimizes r. = S r instead of r., further savings in 
1 k=1 1 thcomputation are possible. While dealing with the i sequence, we need to
compute C^(#) only, since C^(#), 1 ^ k < i, would be available from previous
thcomputations. Computing C^C*) for p shifts of the i sequence requires 
1 2 .  _ .  . , 1 2
2 P (P“l) comparisons and — p (p-1) additions. However, using Proposition 
3, we can update C^(*) using p-1 comparisons and p-1 additions, and thus, 
a total of ~ (p-1)(3p-2) comparisons and j  (p-l)(3p-2) additions is 
required to find C^(*> for p shifts of the i sequence. The saving in 
computation is a factor of p/3 over the direct method. The major computa­
tional advantage in using r. as an approximation to r. lies in the fact
i  l
that only one autocorrelation function, rather than (i-1) cross-correlation
t hfunctions, need to be computed when the i sequence is being examined.
Over K sequences, the computational saving is a factor of K-l.
2Q
V. Discussion
In this paper we have presented results which are useful in the 
study and selection of sequences with good correlation properties. We 
should point out that the following generalization of Proposition 1 and 
Corollary 1 can be established. For T > 0, let £ be the space of all 
complex-valued functions of a real variable which satisfy x(t + T) = x(t) 
for each t and J |x(t)| M-(dt) < 00 where M s  a measure on the real line.
Co,T)
If for each x € £ and y € l we define C (T) = C (-T) = 0 and j- i x >y x »y
( J x(t)y*(t+T)|JL(dt), 0 £ t < T
[0,T-t )
C (t ) = /x ,y '
J X(t-T )y*(t)pJ(dt) , -T < t < 0 
 ^ [ 0 , T 4 t )
then
J  |c (T)|2|i(dT) = J  c 
C-t ,t ) x »y r.T T^ x >[- , >
(t )C (T)|JL(dT)
■x y »y
2 t i ,T)lc^ x(T)lW)]% t[i,T)|cy.y(T)|V(dT)-
This gives Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 as a special case when M-(Z) = 1 
and |i(ZC) = 0.
We have also indicated how these results can be employed to 
reduce the amount of computation required to calculate the key correlation
%
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parameters. Some of these results are currently being used by H. F. A. Roefs, 
as part of his Ph.D. research on multiple-access communications at the 
Coordinated Science Laboratory. In addition to application of the analytical 
results of Section III to computational problems, Proposition 1 and 
Corollary 1 can be employed to investigate aperiodic cross-correlation 
properties of certain classes of sequences which have been studied from 
the point of view of their aperiodic autocorrelation properties [8]—[10].
Our brief discussion of Barker sequences in Section III gives an 
indication of what might result from such an investigation.
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